Participants in this public meeting should be aware that these proceedings are being recorded and that an audio file of the meeting will be posted to the Board’s website.

February 8, 2013 – 9:00 a.m.
CALL TO ORDER: 9:00 a.m.
ROLL CALL

Tab 1 State Surgeon General and Secretary of Health
John H. Armstrong, M.D., FACS

DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS

MOTION FOR SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

Tab 2 Matthew Williams, PTA8695
(PCP – Bumgarner, Watson, Rust)

MOTION FOR DETERMINATION OF WAIVER AND ENTRY OF FINAL ORDER

Tab 3 Christopher Boyden, PT18769
(PCP – Hellman, Clendenin Kuhns)

MOTION FOR VOLUNTARY RELINQUISHMENT

Tab 4 Jerry Aguiar, PTA39
(PCP – Waived)

REPORT

Tab 5 Prosecuting Attorney Report

REQUEST FOR EARLY TERMINATION OF PROBATION

Tab 6 Suzanne McIntosh, PT5639

REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION OF FINAL ORDER

Tab 7 Fe Tan, PT7473
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY STATEMENT
Tab 8 Jessica Smith, PTA10792
- 486.021(11), Florida Statutes

PETITION FOR VARIANCE OR WAIVER OF RULE
Tab 9 Ernesto Hernandez De Armas, PT by Examination
Tab 10 Erika Serrano, PT by Examination
Tab 11 Michael Siefman, PT by Endorsement
Tab 12 Andrea Coast-Sheahan, PT by Endorsement
Tab 13 Diogo Trevisan, PT by Examination
Tab 14 Yibis Robles, PT by Examination

PERSONAL APPEARANCE PURSUANT TO §456.013(3)(c), F.S.
Tab 15 Ute Stern-Ratzel, PT by Endorsement
Tab 16 Laura Schultz, PTA by Endorsement
Tab 17 Jennifer Pheil, PTA by Examination

REQUEST FOR CONSIDERATION OF EXEMPTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION FROM EMPLOYMENT
Tab 18 John Susan, PTA15708
- Application for Exemption
- Initial Application for Licensure

Tab 19 Christopher Skowronski, PTA23444
- Application for Exemption
- Initial Application for Licensure

Tab 20 Federico Nicholas, PTA20728
- Application for Exemption
- Initial Application for Licensure

REQUEST FOR CE HARDSHIP
Tab 21 Donna Lesch, PT27185
REPORTS

Tab 22  Rachel Clark, Assistant Attorney General
- Rules Report
- Draft Rule Language
  - 64B17-3.003 Physical Therapist Licensure by Endorsement
  - 64B17-4.003 Physical Therapist Assistant Licensure by Endorsement

Tab 23  Chair/Vice Chair Report
- Clint Lohr
- Dr. Gina Petraglia

Tab 24  Executive Director Report
- Cash Balance Report
- Board Expenditures

APPLICANT/LICENSEE RATIFICATION LISTS

Tab 25  CAPTE Accredited Applicants
- Examination/Endorsement Applicants – PT
- Examination/Endorsement Applicants – PTA

Tab 26  Foreign Trained Applicants
- Examination Applicants
- Endorsement Applicants

NEW BUSINESS

Tab 27  Physical Therapy Legislation

Tab 28  Election of Officers

Tab 29  Fee Recommendations

OLD BUSINESS

Tab 30  Board of Physical Therapy Minutes
- November 1-2, 2012

OTHER BUSINESS AND INFORMATION

Tab 31  PT and PTA Programs to be Reviewed by CAPTE

Tab 32  FSBPT 2013 Budget
Tab 33  Exam Statistics

Tab 34  Staff Recognition

ADJOURNMENT